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Abstract

The study aimed to evaluate the impact of Government Support in Egypt with some of the most affected by Government Support of Economic variables in Economic Growth by Gross Domestic Product (GDP) which is one of the most important indicators of economic growth, during the period from 1990-1991 to 2013-2014. The study was based on a basic assumption that there is a positive significant impact of Government Support through its influence with some Economic Variables Relevant to Government Support, such as: Final Consumption; GDP; Domestic Investment; Exports; Employment and Government Spending as Independent variables on Economic Growth represented by GDP Index as the Dependent variable. Multiple linear regression model data indicate that there is a significant positive effect of Government Support in the direction of GDP, where it was found that the more Government Support by the Unit value increased GDP size by 0.56 units in the average after excluding the impact of the rest of the Independent Variables used in the model, which the study is consistent with the study hypothesis.